
1.   pot
2.   pat
3.   bit
4.   hut
5.   tip

6.   pin
7.   hub
8.   lap
9.   rub
10. rat

11.  The cat is on my lap.
12.  The rat is in the tub.
13.  The dog is on the rug.

Lesson 3

1.   slap
2.   slip
3.   milk
4.   nest
5.   brag

6.   scab
7.   help
8.   twin
9.   trot
10. drop

11.  The frog will jump.
12.  I went on a trip.
13.  The fox was in the trap.  

Lesson 4

1.   chop
2.   chip
3.   champ
4.   ship
5.   hush

6.   hatch
7.   snitch
8.   patch
9.   batch
10. fish

11. Did you catch the frog?
12. He had a lot of cash.
13. I wish I had a pet chimp.
14. He has a rash on his leg.

Lesson 5

Lesson 6 Lesson 7 Lesson 8

1.   this
2.   that
3.   than
4.   trash
5.   with

6.   patch
7.   match
8.   path
9.   swish
10. thin

11.  He went to the dump 
       with the trash.
12.  I had a bath in the tub.
13.  You must do the math.
14.  Put the cash in the box.

1.   sank
2.   sink
3.   stunk
4.   prank
5.   shrunk

6.   bank
7.   dunk
8.   think
9.   thank
10. blink

11.  The pig is not fat,
       it is plump.
12.  He had a lot of junk.
13.  The skunk ran to me.
14.  He drank the cup of broth.

1.   sang
2.   sting
3.   stung
4.   song
5.   long

6.   lung
7.   hang
8.   hung
9.   thing
10. string

11.  The pig flung the mud 
       at the dog.
12.  The man was strong.
13.  Bring the drink with you.

Lesson 9 Lesson 10 Lesson 11

1.   tick
2.   trick
3.   stack
4.   stick
5.   track

6.   speck
7.   black
8.   brick
9.   sock
10. lock

11.  The truck had a flat.
12.  The duck swam on 
       the pond.
13.  His leg got stuck in 
       the mud.
14.  He has a bit of luck.

1.   you
2.   me
3.   do
4.   may
5.   ray
6.   stay

7.    day
8.    lay
9.    sway
10.  clay
11.  slay
12.  crayon

13.  We think you must 
       go that way.
14.  He is away at camp.
15.  Today, I will catch a 
       fish in the bay.

1.  loop
2.  hoop
3.  soon
4.  broom
5.  spoon

6.   good
7.   book
8.   took
9.   look
10. shook

11.  Do not play a bad trick 
      on me.
12.  I want to jump in the 
       pool.
13.  It was a cool day.
14.  I got mad and went to 
       my room. 
 Lesson 12 Lesson 13 Lesson 14

1.  quick
2.  quit
3.  quilt
4.  quest

5.   what
6.   go
7.   do
8.   does

9.   The wing of the duck 
       got stuck.
10. The cat took the ham 
       from the dish.
11.  Bring him back as soon 
       as you can.
12.  He does not want to
       quit his job.    

1.  bench
2.  inch
3.  punch
4.  hunch
5.  lunch

6.   ranch
7.   munch
8.   drench
9.   crunch
10. pinch 

11.  Do not pinch my chin!
12.  The branch had a crack 
       in it.
13.  I had lunch at noon.
14.  He sat on the bench 
       to rest. 

1.   try
2.   fly
3.   fry
4.   cry
5.   dry

6.    by
7.    pry
8.    sly
9.    shy
10.  right

11.  high
12.  thigh
13.  sigh
14.  sight
15.  might

* Important: make sure your student says the sounds as (s)he writes.

* Important: make sure your
student says the sounds as (s)he writes.

* Important: have your student read what (s)he wrote
by sounding out the sounds, and then make the corrections.
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Lesson 15 Lesson 16 Lesson 17

Lesson 18 Lesson 19 Lesson 20

Lesson 21 Lesson 22 Lesson 23

1.   soil
2.   coil
3.   boil
4.   tinfoil
5.   boy

6.   toy
7.   ploy
8.   soy
9.   broil
10. joy

11.  Why was the boy sad?
12.  The boy will point to the sky.
13.  The man will broil the fish.
14.  I had one coin in my pocket.

1.   were
2.   her
3.   winter
4.   under
5.   sister

6.   shorter
7.   longer
8.   start
9.   born
10. cart

11.  The star was in the sky.
12.  Do not burn your finger 
       on the hot pot. 
13.  The car went faster and 
       then hit the curb.
14.  Do not forget to stir the 
      soup.

1.   show
2.   shown
3.   blow
4.   blown
5.   town

6.   pound
7.   shout
8.   pout
9.   flow
10. flower

11.  The dog will not growl 
       at you.
12.  In the winter it may snow.
13.  The town has a big food 
       store.
14.  The boy can not count to
        ten.

1.  chew
2.  blew
3.  new
4.  grew
5.  stew

6.   few
7.   screw
8.   would
9.   should
10. could

11.  The sun-flower grew 
       in the soil.
12.  The bird flew away.
13.  The ship had a crew
       of ten men.
14.  We found the loud 
       sound.      

1.  take
2.  shape
3.  hide
4.  plate
5.  frame

6.    snail
7.    pain
8.    float
9.    loan
10.  glue

11.  This is the last week, 
       before the play.
12.  For snack, I had a
       cupcake.
13.  I like to ride the train.
14.  Make a wish on a 
       shooting star.  

1.  taking
2.  shaping
3.  hiding
4.  tapping
5.  sipping

6.   staying
7.   feeding
8.   feeling
9.   boating
10. playing

11. I was hoping we could meet
      later.
12. The sleeping chick woke up 
      and found his mother.
13. Can we go camping this summer?
14. She is teaching us how to cook.

1.  stopped
2.  planned
3.  hopped
4.  ripped
5.  tripped

6.   slipped
7.   lasted
8.   lifted
9.   jumped
10. lowered

11.  She tricked me into doing 
       her homework.
12.  We shopped for a new car.
13.  The girl clapped her hands.
14.  We stayed up to see the
       blue moon.
15.  I opened the can of beans 
       for dinner.

1.   hand
2.   find
3.   kind
4.   mind
5.   spend
6.   wild
7.   child
8.   under
9.   thunder
10. cried
11. tried
12. landed
13. spending
14. sending
15. remind

1.  tractor
2.  fact
3.  object
4.  ejected
5.  insect
6.  strict
7.  impact
8.  October

9.    The man inspected the 
       new car by kicking the tires.
10.  The brick house was 
       constructed in three months.
11.  The sick child went to see
       the doctor.
12.  I did a project for my teacher.
13.  I cannot predict what will happen.

* Important: make sure your student says the sounds as (s)he writes.

* Important: make sure your
student says the sounds as (s)he writes.

* Important: have your student read what (s)he wrote
by sounding out the sounds, and then make the corrections..
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Lesson 24 Lesson 25 Lesson 26

Lesson 27 Lesson 28 Lesson 29

Lesson 30 Lesson 32 Lesson 33

11.  If you eat raw chicken, 
       you may get sick.
12.  The long hallway was 
       haunted.
13.  You must follow the law.
14.  The man called to ask 
       if the car was for sale.

1.   yawn
2.   lawn
3.   dawn
4.   talk
5.   walk

6.   haul
7.   fault
8.   haunt
9.   fall
10. stall

1.  please
2.  rose
3.  loose
4.  pause
5.  because

6.   before
7.   false
8.   house
9.   mouse
10. horse

11.   Close the door when 
        you enter the room.
12.   The girl had to choose her
        new outfit.
13.   The noise came from the 
        boy banging on the drums.
14.   At dawn, the sun will rise.

1.   yesterday
2.   party
3.   myth
4.   type
5.   mighty

6.   happy
7.   witty
8.   yummy
9.   story
10. sticky

11.  The tiny girl skipped to
       school.
12.  The dog had floppy ears.
13.  The girl took the candy
        from the jar.
14.  It was a sunny day.

11.  The girl suddenly got sick.
12.  They really wanted to see 
       the show.
13.  Tim is funnier than Tom.
14.  The sickly child felt better.

1.  louder
2.  proudly
3.  sloppy
4.  sloppily
5.  sloppier

6.   happily
7.   happier
8.   luckily
9.   luckier
10. softly

1.  age
2.  large
3.  edge
4.  fudge
5.  energy

6.   change
7.   charge
8.   bridge
9.   page
10. stage

11.  You must wash the 
       germs away.
12.  The ink from the pen 
       will smudge.
13.  The judge sat on a 
       high bench.
14.  The broken down car 
       would not budge.

1. place
2. face
3. space
4. trace
5. race

6.   dance   
7.   chance
8.   pencil
9.   ice
10. slice

11.  Do not force me to jump off 
       the branch.
12.  What choice did I have?
13.  I did not have a chance to
       say good-bye.
14.  In the distance, we could 
       see a sail boat. 

1.  plastic
2.  kite
3.  magic
4.  public
5.  attic

6.   pocket
7.   ticket
8.   topic
9.   frantic
10. basic

11.  You need to practice 
      the dance.
12.  We went to the park 
       to have a picnic.
13.  The story was romantic.
14.  Take the hamster out of 
       its cage.
15.  The traffic made us late.  

1.   spilled
2.   wall
3.   passing
4.   grass
5.   stuff
6.   unless
7.   most
8.   dress
9.   boss
10. off
11. fold
12. gold
13. roll
14. scroll
15. post

1.  total
2.  allow
3.  always
4.  almost
5.  alive

6.   equal
7.   animal
8.   oval
9.   alarm
10. moral

11.  The dog jumped on me 
       and licked my face.
12.  The queen wore a crown.
13.  She carried the backpack 
       for over a mile.
14.  We had a problem with 
       the kitchen sink.
15.  What is the moral of
       the story?

* Important: make sure your student says the sounds as (s)he writes.

Lesson 31

1.   dishes
2.   boxes
3.   houses
4.   wishes
5.   lashes
6.   babies
7.   ladies
8.   stories
9.   shirts
10. tickets
11. pockets
12. branches
13. loaves
14. wives
15. scarves
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Lesson 34 Lesson 35 Lesson 36

Lesson 37 Lesson 38 Lesson 39

Lesson 40 Lesson 42 Lesson 43

1.  to
2.  too
3.  two
4.  there
5.  their

6.   they're
7.   made
8.   maid
9.   hole
10. whole

11.  Their kitten jumped up 
       and grabbed the string.
12.  The two boys planned to 
       meet under the bridge.
13.  My father sent a letter to me.
14.  The wind blew the leaves.
15.  We ate most of the pie.

1.  knee
2.  know
3.  knew
4.  knock
5.  hour
6.  climb
7.  comb
8.  numb
9.  wrong
10. answer
11. what
12. when
13. which
14. while
15. white

1.  relief
2.  brief
3.  brownie
4.  belief

5.  chief
6.  cookie
7.  eight
8.  weight

9.   The soccer field was 
      wet from the rain.
10. I would like a piece 
      of  pie.
11. Tim is in eighth grade.
12. Jim took the cookie 
      from the jar.

1.  dead
2.  head
3.  read
4.  dread  

5.  bread
6.  instead
7.  ready
8.  death

9.  The chair was too heavy 
     to lift.
10. The sweater was too large.
11. We found a feather on the 
      beach.
12. The gray clouds were a 
      threat to our picnic.

1.   special
2.   social
3.   socially
4.   partial
5.   partially

6.   facial
7.   official
8.   crucial
9.   confidential
10. initial

11.  My teacher said that 
       I have potential.
12.  I felt special on my birthday.
13.  Puppies are social animals.
14.  The official rules were posted 
       on the wall. 

11.  I’ll go to the store later.
12.  You shouldn’t go out
       after dark.
13.  You’d like that story.
14.  They’ll see the show 
       on Friday.

1.  couldn’t
2.  wouldn’t
3.  haven’t
4.  didn’t
5.  weren’t

6.   she’s
7.   he’ll
8.   doesn’t
9.   don’t
10. they’re

1.   action
2.   lotion
3.   addition
4.   invention

5.   condition
6.   option
7.   vision
8.   invasion

9.   I didn’t like the motion of 
      the waves.
10. We picked a location for 
      our vacation.
11. My mother got a promotion 
      at work.
12. Our nation has a large 
      population.  

1.   radio
2.   audio
3.   zero
4.   hello

5.   pasta
6.   America
7.   taxi
8.   also

9.    We sat on the sofa and
       watched a movie.
10.  My garden has a lot 
       of tomato plants.
11.  On Saturday nights, 
       we always order pizza.
12.  The hungry boy wanted 
       a baked potato.

1.  puzzle
2.  able
3.  stable
4.  cable
5.  candle

6.   bottle
7.   little
8.   angle
9.   apple
10. people

11.  The kitten liked to cuddle 
       with the puppy. 
12.  The gymnast was flexible.
13.  We were in the middle of 
       the park.
14.  Anything is possible, if you
       try hard.

* Words
should be
studied.

* Words
should be
studied.

* At this point in the reading program, the dictations should become optional,
since the words become much more difficult.

If you continue with the dictations, words may need to be studied first.

* There are no 
dictations

for 
Lesson 41
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Lesson 44 Lesson 45 Lesson 46

Lesson 47 Lesson 48 Lesson 49

1.   picture
2.   future
3.   nature
4.   moisture

5.   venture
6.   culture
7.   rupture
8.   structure

9.    James fell and fractured 
       his arm.
10.  You must stand tall for 
       good posture.
11.  The cows were grazing 
       in the pasture.
12.  She didn’t like the texture 
       of the wool pants. 

1.   dangerous
2.   nervous
3.   famous
4.   marvelous

5.   humorous
6.   numerous
7.   timely
8.   happily

9.   The little kitten was curious.
10. The child had a virus and 
      needed a doctor.
11.  The dog pawed at the door.
12.  The chicken laid numerous 
       eggs.

1.  drive
2.  leave
3.  five
4.  active
5.  one

6.   massive
7.   positive
8.   negative
9.   never
10. selective

11.  We mostly see our 
      relatives on holidays.
12.  Always strive to be 
      your best.
13.  The clever boy was 
       very inventive.
14.  In a crime, there is 
       always a motive.

1.  chef
2.  parachute
3.  chord
4.  stomach

5.   chronic
6.   mustache
7.   chemical
8.   mechanic

9.    The sorry boy wanted 
       a second chance.
10.  If you shout out loud, 
       you might hear an echo.
11.  Don’t let a small child
      use a sharp knife.
12.  What is the solution to 
       the problem?

1.   phone
2.   phrase
3.   dolphin
4.   taught
5.   caught

6.   fought
7.   bought
8.   brought
9.   daughter
10. enough

11.  I caught a cold and 
       got a cough.
12.  I like to watch the 
      dolphins do tricks.
13.  We thought the woman 
       was driving too fast.
14.  The bully tried to act tough.

1.   magician
2.   technician
3.   loudest
4.   nicer
5.   ready

6.   trying
7.   following
8.   friendly
9.   knife
10. knives

11.  On Tuesday we will go 
       to the zoo.
12.  The magician arrived 
       for the party.
13.  We have laws to limit 
       pollution.
14.  The girl ate a tuna-fish 
       sandwich.
15.  The panda bear comes 
       from China.

Lesson 50

1.  hour
2.  honor
3.  honest
4.  group

5.   soup
6.   ballet
7.   filet
8.   sorbet

9.    The ballet dancer stood on her toes.
10.  The honest child never told lies.
11.  We had mushroom soup for dinner.
12.  For dessert, we had orange sorbet.
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